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LOW TIP MACH NUMBER STKLG CHARACTERISTICS AND HIGH TIE’

MACH NUMBER COMPRESSIBILITY EFFECTS ON A HELICOPTER

ROTOR HAVING AN NACA 0009 TIp AIRFOIII SECTION

By Robert D. Powell, Jr., and Paul J. Carpenter

SUMMARY

.

.

An investigation has been conducted on the Langley helicopter test
tower to determine experimentally the low tip Mach nuniberstall and
high tip Mach number drag divergence characteristics of a helicopter
rotor having m NACA 0009 tip airfoil section, which tapered to sm
NACA 0017 root airfoil section end had -5.4° of twist. Data sre pre-
sented for blade tip Mach numbers Mt of 0.28 to 0.72 with corresponding

values of tip Reynolds number of 1.65 x 106 to 4.29 x 106. Comparisons
sre made of the present rotor with unpublished data on a similsr rotor
but having NACA 0015 tip airfoil sections. At low tip Mach numbers,
the blade maximum mean lift coefficient for the blade having the 9-
percent-thick tip airfoil section was about 0.16 less than that obtained
with the blade having the 15-percent-thick tip airfoil section. At the
highest tip Mach number of 0.72, the blade mean lift coefficient for
drag divergence was about 0.42 for the blades having g-percent-thick
tip airfoil sections as compared with 0.22 for similsr blades having
15-percent-thick tip airfoil sections.

Low wind velocities of 2 to Q miles per hour reduced the low tip
Mach nuniber(0.28 to 0.32) msximum blade mean lift coefficient by 5 to
7 percent. The average airfoil section lift-curve slope required for
predicting rotor thrust varied from 5.8 at a tip Mach number of 0.28 to
about 7.0 at a tip Mach number of 0.72. The bresk (nose down) in the
pitching moments was delayed past the Mach number for drag divergence.

The efficiency of the rotor decreased with an increase in tip speed.
Expressed as figure of merit, at Mt = 0.28 the value was about 0.75,
and at Mt = 0.72 the msximum value was decreasedto about 0.66. Simi-

ler measurements made on a rotor having an NACA 0015 tip airfoil section
showed a value of 0.58 at Mt = 0.73.

.
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INTRODUCTION

.

“

One method of meeting the requirements of increased helicopter
speeds and higher disk loadings is by increasing the rotor-blade tip
speed. Design studies of helicopters with rotor tip speeds in the high
subsonic Mach number range and with high bl.qdeloadings have emphasized.
the need for experimental rotor performance and blade pitching-moment
data.

.-

This investigation is a continuation of a general research program
(refs. 1 to 3) tcsdetermine the low-tip-speed stall and high-tip-speed

.-

compressibility effects on rotors having various NACA -foil sections
as the primary variable. Although these data are limited to hovering
and very low forward speeds, the onset and rate of growth of the stall
and compressibility effects can be analyzed to provide guidance in the
selection of airfoil sections for high-speed rotors. The present paper
extends the progrsm to include a rotor havigg an NACA 0009 airfoil sec-
tion at the blade tip. The root airfoil section was an NAC!A0017 air:, ,- ~
foil section and the rotor blades had -5.4d of twist.

The hovering performance of the rotor over a tip Mach number range
of 0.28 to 0.72 is presented. The blade stqll snd compressibility drag-
rise characteristics are discussed ad a comparison of the performance
of the present rotor with unpublished data on a similsr rotor> having
1~-percent-thicktip airfoil sections, is presented for selected low

—

and high tip Mach number conditions.
—

*—

The experimental Mach numbers for drag divergence are also compared
with those shown by two-dimensional data.

—
Some data on the effect of .

low wind velocities on rotor blade maximum mean lift coefficient are
also presented.

The rotor blades were tested on the Langley helicopter test tower
over a tip Mach number rsnge of 0.28 to 0.72 (disk loadings up to 5.4
pounds per square foot) with a correspondingblade tip Reynolds number

range of 1.65 x 106 to 4.29 x 106.

SYMBOLS

straight-line slope of section lift coefficient with section
angle of attack, c~~~, radian measure (assmed to be

5.73 in calculations for incompressible flow conditions)
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of blade sec-
attack (radian

radial distsmce to a blade element, ft

rotor blade radius, ft

rotor thrust, lb

rotor torque, lb-f%

rotor blade pitching moment, lb-f%

rotor blade tip Mach number

rotor solidity, bce/fiR

coefficient of viscosity, shgs/ft-sec

maEs density of air, slugs/cu ft

pmct
Reynolds number at blade tip, —

v

rotor angular velocity, radians/see

blade section angle of attack, deg

blade section pitch angle measured from line of zero lift,
radians

inflow angle at blade element, e - ~, radians
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cd,O airfoil section profile-drag coefficient

‘2 airfoil section lift coefficient

‘2 mean rotor blade lift coefficient, 6C+

T
CT

rotor thrust coefficient,
fiR2P($lR)2 =—

CQ
rotor torque coefficient, Q

fiR2P(-~)2R

rotor blade pitching-moment coefficient, M

‘p SlR)2ce2#

% rotor profile-drag torque, lb-ft.. .-

CQ,O
rotor profile-drag torque coefficient, %

d#’P(G!R)2R

Subscript:
“

t at blade tip .

The figure of merit is eqml to 0.707CT I
3/2 ~Q.

APPARATUS AND TEST METHODS

Rotor Blades

The rotor used for this investigationwas a fully articulated, two-
blade rotor with flapping hinge located on the center line of rotation
and the drag hinge 1.2inches outboard of the center line. The distance —

from the ground to the rotor hub center was 42 feet.
—_

.—

.
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A sketch of the rotor blade with pertinent dimensions
figure 1. The rotor blades used in the investigation were

5

iS shown in
constructed

of wood and incorporated a steel strap nesr the-leading edge to locate
the center of gravity at the 25 percent chord.

The radius of the blade from the center line of rotation was
18.68 feet and the rotor solidity was 0.03Z?. The blade had a root chord
of 1.15 feet end tapered lineuly to 0.84 foot at the tip. The blade
airfoil section at the root was an NACA 0017. The section was tapered
to an NACA 0012.2 at the 3/4 radius and.to an NACA 0008.8 at the blade
tip. The outer 25 percent of the rotor blade was finished to true air.
foil contour with tolerances of +0.000 and -0.~ inch and was smooth
and fair over the entire chord. The remaining part of the rotor blade
deviated frcm the true airfoil shape scnnewhatmore; however, it was
smooth and fair over the entire chord. The rotor blade had 5.4° of non-
linear washout (about 0.28° per foot of twist from the root to about
68-percent blade radius and 0.32° per foot from O.68R to the tip).

b order to study the low-speed stall characteristics, two rows of
tufts were attached to one rotor blade. The first row, consisting of
13 tufts, was attached to the blade 2* inches from the leading edge

begiming at 2* inches from the tip and spaced at l-foot intervals. The

second row was attached 7 inches behind the leading edge and then stag-
gered 1~ inches inboard behind the first row. The tufts were black

nylon yarn about 3 inches long. A high-speed motion-picture csmera was
mounted on the rotor head to record the tuft patterns.

Test Methods and Accuracy

The tests were runby setting given rotor-blade collective pitch
angles ad varying the rotor speed through a range of tip Mach numbers
until either the blade limiting stress was reached or until a further
increase in blade pitch did not increase the rotor thrust. At each
pitch setting, data were recorded from visual dial readings sndby an
oscillograph. Quantities measured were rotor thrust, rotor torque,
blade pitch angle, blade pitching moment, rotor shaft rotational speed,
blade drag angle, and blade flapping angle. The range of test conditions
was chosen to determine the low-tip-speed rotor maximum blade mean lift
coefficients and the high-tip-speed compressibility drag rise. In addi-
tion, tests were made at various low wind speeds (2 to 12 miles per hour)
to determine their effect on the rotor meximum mean lift coefficient.

The estimated accuracies of the basic quantities measured during
the test are as follows:
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Rotor thrust, lb...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*2O
Rotor torque, lb-ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*7O
Rotor rotational.speed, rpm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*1
Allangular measurements, deg . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ..*O.2

The overell accuracy of the plotted results is believed to be within
*3 percent. For example, at a rotor blade mean lift coefficient Ct

of 0.38 (CT = O.00203) smd an q = 0.60, the accura~y of the plotted

.

.

.

data based on repeatability was about 2 percent for the thrust value of
2,497 pounds, 2 percent for the torque value of 2,145 pound-feet, and
0.3 percent for a rotational-speed value of 342 revolutions per minute. .

METHOD (Xl?ANALYSIS

Tests of references 1 to 3 have shown that the principal effect of
compressibilityhas been a rapid increase in profile-drag torque once
the critical ccmibinationof tip speed and tip angle of attack has been
exceeded.

A convenient reference for the rate of growth of profile torque
losses is the ratio of the profile-drag torque coefficient deduced from
the test results to that celculatedby using conventional strip analysis
(ref. k) and incompressible drag coefficients. The calculated rotor-
performance curve is based on a linesr lift-coefficient slope (cZ = ~

where a = 5.73) and the conventional drag polar cd,. = 0.0087 -
(

o.021~ -1-o.4oCk#). Since reference 4 does not allow for any tip loss,

a 3-percent tip-loss factor (outer 3 percent of the blade produces no
lift but has profile drag) was used in the calculations.

Pitching-moment coefficients deduced tiom the force measured in the
rotor-blade pitch-control linkage me presented in this paper. The coef-
flcie~ts thus include the contribution of both aerodynamic and mass
forces. In this respect, it should be noted that the presence or absence
of abrupt changes in the pitching-mcnnentcoefficient is of more signifi-
cance than the actual vslues.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The effects of compressibility and stall as szml.yzedfrom the basic
curves of hovering performance and rotor-blade pitching moments sre
presented first.

A

—

r

.
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.
Rotor Hovering Performance

- The low tip Mach nmnber maximmn rotor thrust coefficients and high
tip Mach number effects of compressibility are shown in figure 2, as
the vsriation of thrust and torque coefficients for blade-tip Mach nuzn-
bers tiom O.28 to 0.72. An incompressible rotor-performance curve cal-
culated by using the method previously discussed is plotted for compari-
son with the experimental data.

The initial tests indicated a substantial effect of low wind speeds
on rotor maxhmm thrust. Accordingly, data sre presented for wind veloc-
ities of Oto 12 miles per hour in figures 2(a) and 2(b).

Zero wind velocity.- The experimental.curve at M+ = 0.28 for the
hovering (zero wind velocity) condition shows good agreement with the
calculated curve up ‘corotor thrust coefficients of about 0.0042
:::r:a:i7;; aP:asehat PofIl% the experimental data shaw a large torque

CT as the blade approaches msximum lift. The

msximum value of Ez obtained was 0.995 which, as eqected, is substan-

tially less than that obtained with rotors having essentisJLy similar
smooth and fair surfaces but constructed with thicker (K? to 15 percent)
airfoil.sections. For exsnq?le,the low-speed maximum mean lift coeffi-
cient obtained with blades having NACA 0015 tip airfoil sections was
1.15 and 1.13 was measured for blades having 0012 airfoil sections.

Effect of wind velocity on rotor-blade maxinmn mesm lift coefficient.-.
Pretious to these tests, it was thought that the principal effect of wind
velocity on rotor performance was a reduction in rotor-induced torque.
A procedure,to adjust the torque values to that which would have been
obtained at zero wind velocity had been devised (ref..7). This procedure
has been found to be valid for ratios of wind velocity to average rotor
induced velocity (V/u) of less than 1.0 but overest-tes the correction
at higher ratios. The magnitude of the overcorrection in the data
obtained at 6 to 12 miles per hour is shown in figures 2(a) and 2(b).
Velocity ratios V/u ranged from 0.6 to ~ for these cases. The pres-
ent tests, however, show that, above the normal range of test conditions
(above blade 52 of 0.8), wind velocity has a relative~ lsxge additional
effect of reducing the rotor-blade msximum mean lift coefficient. Fig-
ure 2(a) shows these effects for a tip Mach number of 0.28. Above a rotor
thrust coefficient of 0.0042 (5Z = 0.79), reductions in rotor maximum lift

of about 5 percent due to wind velocities of 2 to 12 miles per hour were
obtained. These results clearly indicate that the msximum mean lift coef-
ficient of the test rotor will not attain true pesk values unless the
tests are conducted at zero wind velocity. Further tests of rotors having

. thicker (12 to 18 percent) airfoils show that the effect of wind velocity

●
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on rotor maximum lift decreases as the airfoil thickness increases.
Tests of rotors having 18-percent-thick airfoil sections show no
effect of wind velocity on rotor maximum lift.

It is probable that this reduction in 52 is prharily due to the

nonuniform inflow and flapping motion causing the blade section angle
of attack to oscillate below and above the stall angle. An oscillatory
stall that occurs once per revolution was indicated by the tufts mounted
on the blade. An oscillatory section angle of attack would reduce the
mean blade lift. Lift hysteresis effects may also be present which
would also reduce the rotor lift. The meaning of lift hysteresis is
illustrated in the following sketch:

.

.

-.

,

The srrows indicate the path which the lift coefficient follows during
the one-per-revolutionpitch oscillation. As pitch increases, lift
coefficient increases to a maximum value and then falls off owing to
flow sepmation. As pitch decreases, the lift coefficient instead of
retracing its previous path remains fairly constant until the point at
which the flow reattaches to the airfoil is reached. .

Similsx reductions in blade maximum lift coefficients were observed
as the tip Mach number was increased to 0.32 (fig. 2(b)); however, at
the higher tip Mach numbers of 0.36 and 0.41, the effects were found to
be negligible.

Effect of compressibility on rotor performance.- Figure 2(c) shows
the effect of increasing Mt on rotor hovering performance for the tip

Mach number range of 0.36 to 0.72. Torque coefficients have been cor-
rected where data were obtained at wind velocities greater thsn 5 miles ‘-
per hour. Figure 2(c) shows that am increase in tip Mach nunibergives
progressively lower values of thrust coefficient”forthe point where
compressibility losses begin. At a tip Mach number of 0.72 and a 62

(
value of 0.6 CT = 0.0032), the rotor blades”show a 22-percent increase

in the total power due to compressibility losses. It might also be noted,r

A.

.

—

——

—

.
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that the zero-lift drag value at Mt ranging fYOM 0.36 to 0.72 was

. about 10 percent less than the value obtained at Mt = 0.28 or 0.32.

This effect was probably due to the beneficial effects of higher Reynolds
numbers.

Figure 3 shows a comparison of the characteristics of a low and a
high tip Mach number (0.41 smd 0.72) of the test rotor with the NACA
00@ airfoil tip section with unpublished data obtained on a rotor having
an NACA 0U15 airfoil tip section. The two rotors had the same radius,
twist, plan-form taper ratio, solidity, surface condition, and nearly
identical test conditions. The blades differed principally in airfoil
thictiess ratio.

Although the data of figure 3 have been obtained on hovering rotors,
such results can be used to give an indication of the relative suscepti-
bility of the rotors to the stall and compressibility effects associated
with forwsrd flight. As sm indication of the wsy in which the Mgh-speed
forwsrd-flight stall and compressibility effects on these two rotors
might be expected to differ, consider a forward-flight condition in which
the advancing blade tip is at Mt = 0.72. These conditions correspond
to a rotational tip Mach number of 0.77 snd a tip-speed ratio of 0.29.

.

At the lower tip Mach number of 0.41 corresponding to the assumed
tip Mach nuuiberof the retreating blade, the data show that the 9-percent-
thick blade tip encounters a drag rise at a lower lift coefficient (stsrt
of sepsrated flow at tip section) and has a nuzchlower maximum mean lift
coefficient than that obtained with the rotor having the 15-percent-
thick airfoil section.

At a tip Mach number of 0.72, corresponding to the advancing blade
tip for the case assumed, the NACA 0009 airfoil showed a definite supe-
riority over the NACA 0017 airfoil by delaying the compressibility drag
rise. The 9-percent-thick blade achieved a mean lift coefficient of
0.42 before diverging from the essentially incompressible results
(Mt = 0.41) compsred with 0.22 for the 15-percent-thick blade. The
rate of increase of the rotor torque coefficient, however, is greater
for the 9-percent- thsm for the 15-percent-thick section and eventually
the two rotors show similar power requirements as evidenced by the con-
vergence of the performance curves.

The results shown by the tests of these two rotors are typical of
the results obtained from two-dimensional tests of thin snd thick air-
foils. The application of these results to predict the overall improve-
ment in forward-flight performance that could be obtained with the
9-percent-thickblades is largely dependent on the amount of retreating
blade stall that can be tolerated. Inaemuch as the blade-tip angle of

.
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,

attack is dependent on rotational tip speed, twist, solidity, forward
speed, fuselage drag, and the mission requirements, the helicopter would
have to be exsmined in detail to determine the differences in perform-

.

ante with 9- or 15-percent-thick tip airfoil sections.

Low-speed stall flow patterns.- Figure 4 presents the beginning and
progression of sep-ated flow as Indicated by tuft patterns as blade
pitch was increased. An accompanying plot of calculatedblade angle of
attack along the blade span is slso presented for each test condition.
The blade thickness distribution is also shown for purposes of corre- ‘“
lating stsllwith airfoil thickness ratio.

Figure k(b) shows the beginning of separated flow at angles of
attack of about 10.25° on that portion of the blade having airfoil thick-
nesses of 9 and 10 percent. This appeared to be a very sudden leading-
edge stall with separated flow over the rest of the airfoil. As would
be expected the thicker inboard sections shbwed no sepsrated flow even
though they are at slightly higher calculated angles of attack; this
condition csm be attributed to the stall delay provided by larger leading-
edge radius. These effects of increased low-speed stall angle as leading-
edge radius is increased have been well-documented in two-dtiensional
tests. (=erefs. 6, 7, and 8.)

—

—

As the blade pitch angle was further increased (fig. 4(c)), addi-
tional sepsrated flow at the trailing edge of that part of the blade

—

having 12- to 15-percent-thick airfoils appesred. The sepszated flow for
these thicker sections stsrted at an singleof attack of about 11.20 (1°
greater thmthat for the 9-percent-thick section). The angle of attack

.

for stall of the 12- to 15-percent-thick sections seems to be slightly
luw in that similsr unpublished results of a blade having NACA 0012 air-
foil sections showed singlesof attack of 12° to 13° before sepsrated

.

flow occurred. It is interesting to note that there was no indication
of separated flow at the blade tip, probably because of the downwash
frm the tip vortex.

Rotor efficiency.- The efficiency of the rotor at various tip Mach
numbers, expressed in terms of figure of merit, is shown in figure 5.
The maximum figure of merit obtained at the law tip speeds was ~out
0.75 compared with a value of 0.74 obtained for the 15-percent-thick
blades. As the tip Mach number was increased, the maximum figure of
merit of the rotor decreased because of the compressibility drag rise.
At a tip Mach number of 0.72 the maximum figure of merit dropped to
about 0.66 for the rotor under discussion as compared with 0.58 for the
rotor with an NACA 0017 airfoil tip section at Mt = 0.73.

Effect of tip Mach numiberon blade lift.- Figure 6 shows the varia-
tion in thrust coefficient with changes in blade tip Mach number

.-
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(M~ = 0.28 to 0.72) as a function of the blade pitch angle. As tip Mach
. numiberwas increased past 0.60, as would be expected, a substantial

increase in rotor thrust coefficient for given blade pitch singleswas
obtained.

Mesm blade lift-curve-slope values were deduced from figure 6 for
the vsrious tip Mach nunibersand sre shown in figure 7 as a plot of the
ratio of rotor blade mean section-lift-curve slope as a function of
blade-tip Mach numiber. Curves sre shown for blade pitch angles at the
3/4 radius for 8° and 12°. The figure shows that the mean lift-curve
slope had an aversge vslue of 7.8 at tip Mach numbers ranging from 0.28
to about 0.75. As tip Mach nuniberis increased, higher lift-curve-slcrpe
values sre obtained. For example, at ~ = 0.72 a value of ~ equal

to ~out 7.0 would be required to predict the rotor thrust.

Rotor-Blade Pitching Moments

Rotor-blade pitching-moment data sre necessary to determine the
rotor control forces and sre important in blade vibration and stability
analysis. A comparison of the blade pitching-mcment characteristics for
representative tip Mach numbers of 0.28 to 0.72 for the rotor blade
tested as a function of rotor thrust coefficient is shown in figure 8.
The pitching-moment data represent the measured rotor-blade moments
about the blade pitch axis and include aerodynamic and blade mass forces.

Chsnges in blade pitching-moment coefficient as thrust coefficient
is increased are probably largely due to the chordwise displacement of
the blade center of pressure from the blade center of gravity. Since
the position of the blade center of pressure is not precisely known and
since the actual blade pitching moments were reasonably small (3 to
~ pound-feet) no attempt was msde to separate the mass moments from the
aerodynamic moments. The most important factor is the presence or absence
of .Qbruptchanges in pitching-moment slopes rather than the actual values.

The pitching moments throughout the operating range were slightly
positive, that is, nose up. There was very little vsriaticm in pitching
moments with increases in thrust coefficient until the blade approached
its maximum thrust coefficient and a portion of the blade stalled. As
would be expected, the stalJ.caused a resrwsrd shift of the center of
pressure tending to decrease the nose-up pitching mcmnent. The point at
which stall or compressibility begins to increase the rotor profile power
is noted on figure 8. The reversal in slope (nose-down mcment) of the
blade pitching-mcxnentcharacteristicwas delayed beyond the onset of
drag divergence. This effect has also been noted in two-dimensional
tests (ref. 9) as well as in other rotor tests (ref. 2).
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Rotor Profile-Drag Torque

The principal effect of compressibility end stall on the rotor per-
.

formsmce has been shown to be a rapid Increase in the rotor profile-
tiag torqye. (See refs. 1 to 3.)

Figure 9 represents the rate of growth of profile-drag torque as a
function of the ratio of CQ,o(mea~w~) to CQ,o(cdctited) plotted

against rotor blade tip sm.gleof attack. At tip Mach numbers ranging
from 0.28 to 0.50, the ratio of profile-drag torque coefficients did not
exceed unity up to a calculated blade tip angle of about 7°. This result
indicates that there was no drag increase over that represented by the
conventional drag polsr. In fact, at smne of the lower angles, the blade
has less profile drag them that shown by the conventional drag POW, as
indicatedby the data points below a profile torque ratio of unity.
Above blade tip singlesof 7°, the profile-drag torque coefficient ratios
began to diverge from unity and indicated that the conventional &m.g
polsr underestimated the actusl profile-drag torque. As previously dis-
cussed, the flow separation near the tip of the blade occurs at a tip
angle of attack of about 10° at the low Mach numbers. This separation
results in a steepening of the profile-drag torque curve in this angle-
of-attack region. In the low tip Mach nuniberrange of 0.28 to 0.50
there is no orderly progression of the tip angle for profile-drag increase
as a function of ~; however, if the results are based on al, they fol-

low established trends which are shown in figure 10.
.

At Mach numbers beyond 0.5, the principal factor influencing the
point of drag rise is the tip Mach number. In general, the curves show
that the profile-drag torque was approximately doubled for tip angles .—

of attack 2° beyond the initisl drag-rise point.

Figure 10 shows the rotor profile-drag rise as a function of rotor-
biade me”anlift coefficient. At the low tip Mach nunibers(0.28, 0.32),
the maximum mesm lift coefficient before drag rise was about 0.82. This
value of El is about 8 percent lower than that obtained with a rotor

having em NACA CC)12airfoil and about 15 percent luwer them that obtained
with a rotor having an NACA 0015 airfoil tip. As the tip Mach nuniberwas
increased, the vslues of 51 for &ag rise becsme more comparable to the

thicker sections. For example, at ~ = O.~ the % @rag-rise values

were 0.67 for the NACA 0009 tip airfoil section as ccmpared with 0.70 for
the NACA 0012 airfoil section and O.&1 for the NACA 0015 tifoil tip
section.

At higher tip Mach nunibers(Mt = 0.72) the 9-percent-thickblade

had ahnost twice as large a lift coefficient for drag divergence as the

.

.
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similsr 15-percent-thick blade. This trend, as tip Mach numiberis
increased, would be expected to continue and show an ever-increasing.
superiority of the 9-percent- over the 15-percent-thick airfoils.

CcmrpsrisonWith Two-Dimensional Drsg-Divergence Data

A cmpsrison of the rotor drag-divergence Mach nuaiberswith those
predicted from two-dimensional airfoil data is presented in figure 11.
The measured data were obtained from figure 9 and were tsken as the
point at which the profile-torque coefficient ratio departs from a value
of unity. ‘l?wodimensional*foil data for the NACA 0009-64 snd sn
interpolated curve for the NACA 64-009 (obtained from unpublished NACA
64-oo8 and NACA 64-010 data) sre presented. Twomethds of obtaining
drag-divergence points sxe shown: (1) the point at which ~LM. O.l
and (2) the point at which the drag coefficient first begins to increase.
!l?helatter is more consistent with the method by which the experimental
rotor data were obtained.

It should be noted that, at law tip singlesof attack, this rotor
blade showed no tip-relief effect, that is, the rotor drag-increase Mach
number agrees with the drag-increase Mach number of the two-dimensional
data. This result differs from results obtained with other rotors
(refs. 1 to 3), which have shown that the point for rotor drag increase
is sometimes as much as 0.1 in Mach number greater than that shownby
two-dimensional tests. It was expected that this 9-percent-thick blade
would also follow in the ssme general pattern. One possible explanaticm
is dynamic twist of the blade at the higher tip Mach numbers. Calcula-
tions for Mt = 0.7, if the blade pitching moment is assumed to be dis-

tributed along the blade proportional to r2, indicate that actual blade
singleof attack would be 0.50 greater than that shown. At the lower tip
Mach numbers, dynsmic twist appears tohe negligible.

At the higher angles “ofattack the characteristics of this rotor
followed the general trend shown by other rotors, that 1s, drag-increase
Mach numbers lie between the 2 two-dimensional curves.

CONCLUSIONS

The low tip Mach number maxinun mean lift coefficients and high
tip Mach number compressibility effects on a rotor having an NACA 0009
airfoil tip section, sm NACA 0017 airfoil root section, and 5.40 of
negative twist have been determined over a tip Wch number (~) range of

0.28 to 0.72. As a result of this investigation the following conclu-
sions csn be drawn:
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1. At low tip Mach numbers, the blade maximum mean lift coefficient
was approximately 0.16 lower than that obtained with similar blades
having 15-percent-thick tip airfoil sections.

.

2. At the higher tip Mach numbers e~erimental data for the 9-
percent-thi.ckblade indicated higher values for the mean rotor blade
lift coefficient Et at drag divergence than those obtained from tests

of a 15-percent-thickblade. At Mt = 0.72 the 9-percent-thick tip
rotor blade diverged at 52 = 0.42 compsxed with a 6Z value of 0.22

for the 15-percent-thicktip rotor blade.

3. At wind speeds of 2 to 12miles per hour andat low tip Mach
numbers, the maximum rotor mean lift coefficientswere reduced from
5 to 7 percent from the values measured at zero wind speed.

4. The mean values of airfoil-section lift-curve slope required
for an analytical prediction of the rotor thrust varied from sn average
vslue of 5.8 at Mt = 0.28 to a value of 7.0 at ~ =0.72.

5. The break (nose down) in the pitching-moment curves was delayed
past the Mach nuniberfor drag divergence. ,_

6. The 9-percent-thickblade showed very little tip-relief effect
for drag divergence at the higher Mach nmnbers tested when compared with
the two-dimensional data.

.

7. The efficiency of the rotor, expressed as figure of merit,
decreased with an increase in tip Mach number. At Mt = 0.28 the maxi-

mum figure of merit was about 0.75.
*

At ~ = 0.72, the maximum figure

of merit dropped to 0.66. Similar measurements made on a rotor having
sn NACA 0015 tip airfoil section showed a value of 0.58 at ~ = 0.73.

Lsmgley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Comnittee for Aeronautics,

Lsmgley Field, Vs., Merch 21, 1958.

.

.
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Figure 1.- Sketch of rotor blade having an NACA 0009 airfoil tip section. Ce = 0.94 foot.
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(a) ~ = 0.28; %, = 1.66 )( 106.

Figure 2 .- Hovering performance of rotor blades having MACA 00@ airfoil tip sections. A cor-
rection for wind veloclty has been applied to khe induced torque. Calculated curve based on

cd,O =0.0087 - o.021~+ o.4~2 and Cl . ~. u“= 0.032.
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Figure 2.- Continued.
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Figure 2.- Concluded.
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Figure 3.- Effect of -oil thickness ratio on low and high tip Mach number rotor
ekracteristics .
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(c) q,~ - =0.99.a 10.6°; Cz

Figure 4.- Sketches of rotor blade at three tip angle-of-attack positions showing the progres-

sion of stall as indicated by tuft patterns, and plots of the variation of calctited angle

of attack with percent rdius. ~=o.32; IV
m

~e = 1.90X 106. F
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Effect of tip Mach m.mlmr OD rotor figure of merit O.TOTCT
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Figure 6.- Effect or tip Mach rmmber on rotor thrust coefficient.
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